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Fig. 1. A typical RemoteCoDe debugging session. At both sites, a TrueDepth camera (a) tracks the local user’s
head, and an embodied proxy (b) renders the remote user’s locus of attention. The user can observe and point
to the circuit using a tablet (c) connected to a document camera (d) and an actuated laser pointer (e).

Many collaborative design activities are centered around a shared artifact such as a low fidelity model of
a building, or a circuit implemented on a breadboard. In such settings, collocation is extremely valuable as
collaborators can easily infer each other’s focus of attention through peripheral awareness. These cues are
often lost in traditional video conferencing systems such as Zoom. In this paper, we present an embodied
remote presence system designed to support design activities that involve a physical artifact by enhancing
peripheral awareness. In our system, a remote user’s focus of attention is tracked by an iPhone’s TrueDepth
camera and rendered locally using an articulated display. Our implementation can track the wide range of
head movements that occur when one switches attention between a physical artifact, a laptop, and their
collaborator. To support discrepancies between local and remote workspace layouts, head movements are
remapped as robotic movements to correspond to these key elements in the local user’s space. We report
on the results of an evaluation characterizing the system’s remapping accuracy and its ability to support
peripheral awareness of a remote participant’s locus of attention.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Collaborative design activities are often centered around physical artifacts. Depending on the
design activity, this can be the model of a building, paper crafts, carving artwork, or a new circuit
to be debugged and evaluated. In a typical setting, collaborators are seated around a table and
divide their attention between the design artifact under review, at least one laptop supporting
measurements and information foraging, and of course their collaborators. Although these activities
involve complex sets of tools and configurations, people can easily work together when they are
present in the same space. This is because the physical presence of a partner affords peripheral
awareness to inform where the partner’s attention is and what they are doing. This peripheral
awareness allows collaborators to coordinate actions and manage coupling to achieve a shared
task [23]. For example, it is quite easy to know when your partner switches their focus from a
breadboard to you as a request to start a face to face discussion.

While current video-conferencing services (such as Zoom [68] and Skype [57]) have made great
strides in reliability and overall quality, they often fall short of supporting peripheral awareness of
what other people are doing or where they are looking. For example, when working on a hands-on
task, it is challenging to know what the other person is doing without looking directly at the video
stream. It often requires a user to pause their task and switch their focus from the physical artifact
to the computer monitor that displays the other person [7].

Previous research in telepresence systems have presented solutions in an attempt to address some
of these constraints. Video conferencing work such as VideoWhiteboard [60] and Clearboard [27]
have proposed the use of a large display to project both a remote collaborator and a shared drawing
to provide awareness. However, this solution may not work well for more complex scenarios in
which a physical artifact is involved as users have to look away from the display to work on a
physical prototype, which makes it difficult to perceive their collaborator’s presence. Telepresence
robots [29, 43, 59] or kinetic proxies [63, 66, 67] have been explored as promising approaches to
address the lack of physical presence, but controlling these telepresence proxies add a distracting
workload to the task at hand [49, 62]. Thus, this type of robotic proxy is not suited for design
activities in which collaborators are required to divide their attention among multiple areas to
accomplish a design task. To reduce the cognitive load for control, several systems incorporate an
automatic control mechanism into a telepresence robot [1, 38, 56], but these systems are optimized
for face-to-face conversations and not for offering ability to share multiple task areas or flexibility
of having a different configuration in each location.
In this paper, we present RemoteCoDe, a robotic proxy designed to support scenarios where

remote collaborators share a wide-spread task area for physical artifacts (e.g., breadboard). Our
system allows users to be aware of their remote partner’s locus of attention through an articulated
display without the need for explicit control. To accommodate a wide range of head movements,
we use a mobile motion camera to capture the 3D mesh and texture of the remote user’s face
as well as their head rotations. Based on this information, our robotic proxy is able to display a
frontal shot of a remote user’s face on a rotating and tilting display synchronized to the remote
user’s head movement. To manage the fact that collaborators often have different workspace
configurations, RemoteCoDe uses a framework that remaps remote users’ head movements to the
local configuration. We illustrate how our remapping framework can further enhance access to
the remote space with an overview feature allowing a remote user to visually explore the local
space. To use this feature, the remote user only needs to focus their attention on the overview
window. While they are looking at this window, their head movement causes the robot to turn to
the corresponding direction in the room. This provides a simple way to look around and search for
a tool or part, for example, on a shelf.
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We also report findings and design implications based on the evaluation of the system we con-
ducted. Given the previous work supporting the benefits of automated control to lower cognitive
load [38, 49, 62], our primary focus in our evaluation is to confirm the validity of the key features
designed and implemented in the RemoteCoDe system. More specifically, we ran a user study to
measure how accurately RemoteCoDe is able to express the locus of attention of a remote user
and to investigate its ability to support peripheral awareness of this locus of attention. The first
study found that participants could perceive three general attention areas (workbench, laptop, and
partner) with a 99.7% accuracy rate, and nine detailed areas with a 93.5% accuracy rate. A second
study show that participants were able to take advantage of peripheral awareness to infer their
partner’s locus of attention while focusing on an other task.

2 RELATEDWORK
We use the framework presented by Buxton et. al. [7] to conceptualize previous work in this area.
The framework introduces two shared spaces: person space and task space. The person space is a
“collective sense of copresence between/among group participants”, this includes member’s facial
expressions, bodily gestures, and gaze. The task space is defined as “copresence in the domain of
the task being undertaken”, in the case of hardware debugging this could be a shared view of the
breadboard.

2.1 Video-based Systems
Besides standard videoconferencing systems [57, 68], a number of systems have investigated ways
to provide a more accurate visual rendering of a remote user. Solutions based on video overlay such
as the VideoWhiteboard [60] and Clearboard [27] are well adapted to whiteboard collaboration
rendering both person and task spaces together on a single display but this may not support a design
task in which a wide area of task space is required, such as bench work. Hydra [54] represents
a remote user using a rigid camera/monitor pair. Other solutions proposed projecting life sized
images on a wall (Office Portal [65]), on a curved display (MAJIC [36]) or on a multi-viewpoint
directional display (MultiView [35, 41]). These systems render a person space very well supporting
eye-contact communication but are not as effective with respect to a task space. Because of their
reliance on visual cues they might not support strong peripheral awareness. Our work explores
how embodiment can provide a similar sense of presence using a simpler configuration. Our system
is probably closest to SharedARK [58]. SharedARK presents a person and task space on separate
monitors, but this setup makes it challenging to distinguish whether the remote user is focused
on the computer display to work on a task or if they are focused on the local user to establish eye
contact [7]. Thus our system renders a person space by an articulated display to afford peripheral
awareness as to the state of the remote collaborator.

2.1.1 Eye and Head Movements. Previous work has demonstrated the value of gaze tracking to
identify the locus of attention [11, 12, 17, 21, 26] and provide peripheral awareness within a screen
[3, 11, 31]. This is particularly important in settings where the users can access most information
in a task space with minimal head movements as in collaborative tasks such as solving puzzles
[8, 12, 40], pair programming [11], and image search [6]. Our work attempts to cover tasks in which
the task space is larger, such as a desk or bench. In such a setting, head tracking is a good indicator
of the current locus of attention and it can provide greater physical movement, which contributes
to enhance the peripheral awareness. Additionally, gestural head movements contribute to interac-
tions by signaling agreement/disagreement, enhancing communicative attention, communicating
backchannel information [30], and indicating interest and empathy [25].
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2.2 Physical Embodiment
Paulos and Canny’s Personal Roving Presence [43] is one of the earliest contributions in this
category and was followed by many others ranging from small robots placed on a meeting table (e.g.
[55, 66, 67]), to near-human-size devices that move around in a physical space [43, 59]. These robots
have been used to physically render a person space in various contexts such as conferences [50],
workplaces[29, 63], home care [32], and education [18, 42]. One of the main drawbacks of these
systems in support of design activities is the relatively high cognitive load they require, because the
remote users have to control them manually [1, 38, 56, 62]. In our experience with Beam [43, 59]
and Kubi [66, 67] this makes their integration into a design discussion very distracting , this is
consistent with the findings of Rae et. al. [49].
The focus of our work is closely related to systems providing automatic user tracking such as

MMSpace [38], MeBot [1] and implicit controlled kinetic robot [56]. MeBot [1] can be controlled
with head rotations but requires a remote user to keep looking at a single screen during control,
which limits the area of their activity. MMSpace [38] employs several fixed positions for looking at
each user and a robotic proxy is controlled based on which user is looked at, but this system focuses
on face-to-face conversations, and therefore, only renders the person space. Although MeBot [1]
presents a task space, it is shared only on a single monitor through which a remote user controls a
robot. In contrast, our work pursues a solution to share a widespread task space while rendering
the person space through a robotic embodiment.

MMSpace [38] also requires both users to have more or less the same configuration. This setup
does not function well in the context of a collaborative design. In reality, remote collaborators often
have different workspace configurations. For example, the sizes and positions of monitors or the
layout of a breadboard in a workspace may differ between locations. Our work seeks to demonstrate
how the previous approaches can be extended to collaborative design by expanding their flexibility
[38], and the range of head motions they support [1, 63]. Our work also accommodates different
workspace configurations through automatic remapping.

2.2.1 Face Rendering on Robotic Proxy. Projecting a face on a flat monitor can be misleading in
conveying detailed gaze direction, which is known as Mona Lisa effect [15]. This effect is also
reported in a kinectic robot similar to our proxy and is even intensified by the complex combination
of the rotations of the proxy and of the user’s face and eyes displayed on the monitor [28]. Our
face re-projection technique is designed to mitigate this ”double rotation” issue. ThirdEye [39]
introduces an interesting approach to compensate the effect by affording eye-gaze awareness
through a “third“ eye, but does not afford much peripheral awareness. Other work explored a
curved face avatar to alleviate the effect [13, 34], but these systems require a user to fix their face
in front of a camera. Our face rendering approach allows users to freely move their head.

2.3 Virtual and Augmented Reality
Here we focus on systems that are designed to support remote interactions requiring users to wear
a VR or AR headset such as theWearCom [5]. Rendering a person space as a virtual avatar over
physical objects in a see-through headset helps users be aware of their collaborators during remote
collaboration [45–47, 61]. More recently fully VR based solutions have also been proposed [37, 44].
Room2Room [44] projects a life sized person on furniture in real life, while Holoportation [37]
renders an entire environment captured by depth cameras in an AR headset. These VR/AR systems
can render both task and person spaces in a fully digital manner and thus can be useful for some
physical tasks allowing collaborators to shift focus or stay aware of each others’ area of attention.
While these solutions have great potential, they are often very resource intensive. We also note
that current systems have a somewhat restricted field of view, which limits peripheral awareness.
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Systems requiring headsets mask users’ faces preventing collaborators, both remote and co-located,
from seeing each other’s faces (but face tracking while using VR masks is an active area of research
[4]). We propose possible alternatives to these solutions to foster better understanding of the pros
and cons of each approach among the HCI community.

3 RemoteCoDe DESIGN
Our design goal for a remote collaborative system is to deliver a smooth design session for geo-
graphically distributed collaborators. To identify essential features for such systems, we use the
special case of breadboard design review as this is a good representative example of a complex
setting in which multiple focus areas must be handled seamlessly.
In a typical breadboard debugging session, collaborators shift their focus between (Fig. 1): the

breadboard itself; one or more computer displays used for firmware programming, documentation
or instrumentation and, of course, their collaborators. In a co-located situation, peripheral awareness
of each other makes it quite easy for each party to understand what the other party is focusing on
and to bring the other’s attention to some specific area with the help of pointing. Each party is also
free to look around in the room, for example to check if a piece of equipment is available.

Looking at this setting from a requirement perspective we note that:

• Users should be able to quickly perceive where the other collaborator’s attention is;
• People are focusing on a difficult task which requires significant focus and attention. Thus,
the system should be as simple as possible, particularly with respect to its control interface,
to avoid cognitive overload;

• As shown Fig. 1, the collaborators’ workspace configurations can be substantially different.
For example, one person might be in a lab using a bench, while their collaborator is limited
to a home office. The system must take these different setups into consideration to correctly
communicate each collaborator’s area of attention;

• To be able to look at these different areas of interest, a system must accommodate large head
movements, for example a user may change focus from the breadboard on the table to their
collaborator on the side of the table;

To fulfill the requirements highlighted above, we designed RemoteCoDe, a remote embodied
collaborative system for supporting design activities. RemoteCoDe uses an articulated display
as a robotic proxy to represent the remote collaborator. The display reflects the orientation of the
remote collaborator’s head while always displaying a rendering of the front of the user’s face. To
accommodate a wide working area, the system includes a tracking system based on an iPhone’s
TrueDepth camera. The tracking system captures the user’s head orientation as well as a 3D model
of their face which allows their face to be rendered from different points of view. To support
different physical settings in each location, the system also has a remapping feature which fluidly
maps one physical configuration to another, while avoiding unwanted movements during the
transition when one switches their attention between areas. This remapping feature also enables
easy integration of fisheye camera overview for the scenario where one has to look around a remote
space to explore or search for a specific object, as well as to look at multiple people in the space.
We describe each part of the system in detail in the following section.

3.1 Kinetic Embodiment Proxy
We design a 2-DOF kinetic robot with a monitor as an embodiment proxy (see Fig. 1.b). Our robotic
proxy is designed to cover a wide working area with wide horizontal and vertical movements.
Observing that many design activities such as breadboard debugging take place on a table, we
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Fig. 2. Creating a front shot. Left : we show our pipeline for 3 examples. For each example, starting bottom
left and going counterclockwise we show: the user’s pose; the image captured by the phone; the 3D model
created from the TrueDepth sensor; the same 3D model rendered as a front shot on the display. Right : we add
a fixed background to complete the rendering.

attach the robot to the table using a sturdy desk mount. This allows the robotic platform to be rigid
and reduces shaking movements when simulating rapid human head motion.

While typical robotic proxies are manually controlled, our proxy is automatically controlled by
user’s normal head movements using the tracking system described below. This automatic control
minimizes user input allowing them to focus on the design task [62].

3.2 Head Tracking & Front Shot Generation
To allow the wide range of head movements required to look around multiple areas in the environ-
ment, we use an iPhone TrueDepth camera for tracking head orientation and capturing the user’s
face. This mobile sensor device is more accessible and compact for use on a table than other depth
sensors (e.g., MOCAP, Kinect). The iPhone’s depth sensor can support a relatively wide range of
head rotations and has been explored for multi-monitor interactions [64].
The system also needs to generate a front shot of the user’s face to be rendered on the robotic

proxy. The front shot prevents users from misinterpreting or overestimating their partner’s head
rotation as the robot moves [28]. The TrueDepth system is capable of inferring head movements
and facial expressions even from partially occluded faces. Thus we can reconstruct the geometry of
the face even if it is off axis from the camera. We use this reconstruction model, combined with
a texture provided by the camera, to create a front shot of a face. We show typical results of our
system in Fig. 2.

Note that the TrueDepth sensor can only capture the full face texture when the head is looking
straight at the camera. To avoid missing data when the user looks sideways, our system records a
face texture in the beginning of an interaction to have the full texture of the face for the duration of
the interaction. Currently this process is triggered manually but the system could also automatically
refresh the texture information when the head is looking directly at the camera. As shown in Fig. 2
right, we use the image from the face texture recording as a background for the face shot to include
external elements (e.g., hair, neck, clothing, and environment).

3.3 Remapping Robot Movements
With the elements described so far, the system can only accept symmetrical configuration setups,
similar to the setup explored in MMSpace [38]. However, it is often the case that each setting has a
unique configuration and simple mapping of head movements to a robot does not work.
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Fig. 3. Example of using the remapping feature: Alice has a breadboard on a desk and the Bob’s proxy to her
left, while Bob has the shared board to his right and the Alice’s proxy to the front. When Alice looks down to
focus on a breadboard on the desk, the Alice’s proxy on the Bob’s desk rotates to left to be consistent with
the intention of her head movement.

To address this problem, RemoteCoDe has a remapping feature that maps the head movements of
a remote user to match the workspace configuration of the local user. For example, if Alice has her
breadboard on the desk in front of her, but the remote user Bob has the document camera view of
the breadboard (see Section 3.4) to his right, when Alice looks down at her breadboard, the proxy
for Alice in the Bob’s space will actually turn left to match the intent of this movement in the local
context (See Fig. 3).
When conducting design collaboration, there is a suitable formation such as side-by-side or

face-to-face formations depending on the task [27]. This remapping method makes our system
flexible with regard to the formation. Although we picked a side by side setting as it is very common
for hardware debugging, our remapping feature allows users to customize their configurations to
create preferable formation.

3.3.1 Calibration Process. The calibration process is used to compute a homography matrix for
each area of interest in the users’ workspaces. These matrices are used to map face rotations to robot
movements. We designed the calibration process to only take a few minutes to register calibration
data for each new user and workspace configuration.
The calibration procedure has two phases. In the first phase, a user calibrates the position of

each attention area from the articulated display’s point of view. To do so, they simply move the
articulated display by hand to face toward each calibration point, which is a similar process to
Learning from Demonstrations (LfD) in HRI [53]. A user collects data points at four corners for
each area (e.g., monitor, desk) and one directed towards themself. During this phase, we found it
useful to attach a laser pointer on the front of the display, so that users can visually see the direction
of the robot for a precise calibration as shown in Fig. 3. In the second phase, a user calibrates the
position of the same areas from their perspective. At the start of this phase, they set up their phone
so that it can track head rotations for all areas. Then the user looks al all four corners of each area
to collect the required head rotation data.

3.3.2 Smoothing. Simply using homography conversion matrices for robot motion can result in
rapid and somewhat unpredictable robot motions during the transition between calibrated areas.
This can be distracting to a user. Thus the robot does not follow instantaneous head movements,
but instead switches between two different states. In the normal state where a robot moves within
a same area using the same remapping matrix, we use a window size of 15 frames to filter subtle
noise from the sensor. For the transition state when a robot changes its direction from one area to
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Fig. 4. Overview feature: For this mode we add a fixed fisheye view camera and attach a webcam on top of
the articulated display. The remote user sees the overview on one of his displays and the webcam view just
below it. We use our remapping mechanism to translate head movement, in the direction of the overview
display, to embodied display movement. This provides an easy exploration mechanism for the remote viewer
while providing clear feedback to the local user. Note that the webcam view follows the remote user’s head
movement and is only displayed when his focus of attention is on the overview.

the other, we use a window size of 30 frames to eliminate any abrupt movements when reaching a
far goal position.

Besides the transition issue, we also need to handle a situation where the head direction does not
correspond to any recognized areas. In these cases, the system first identifies the closest area based
on the current face rotation and constrains the rotation within the identified area. This process
can prevent the robot from applying movements out of the expected range and creating abrupt or
illegible movements.

3.4 Remote Task View & Pointing
Referring to a specific object in a physical space is essential for remote collaborative work involving
a physical task [19]. Especially for collaborative design work like circuit debugging, it is hard to
explain what is being referred to with only verbal communication.

Thus, our system includes a document camera along with a 2-DOF laser pointer on a desk where
a physical artifact is, providing the remote user with a close-up view of the artifact and the ability
to point to areas on the artifact, similar to TeleAdvisor [22]. The system streams the document
camera showing the task area to a tablet on the remote user’s desk. The remote user can simply
point anywhere on the image to have the actuated laser pointer point at the same location on the
desk of the local user (see Fig. 1). Note that this feature can also be used to share the screen of a
desktop, but this capability is available through commercial applications.

3.5 Overview Capability
When testing our system we found that situational awareness is important for design collaboration
and can be fostered by observing the physical space of a remote collaborator[16]. In collocated
design collaborations, one can look around and search for a tool or component to help build their
design artifact. Our system provides a similar capability for remote collaboration by allowing a
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Fig. 5. System architecture. Local Unity clients are connected through a Mirror server. Each client processes
the information received from a iOS TrueDepth sensor to create a front shot for the local user and detect the
orientation of their head. These pieces of information are sent to the other client which sends commands
to the servo motors. The document camera is processed independently. The overview processing is not
represented, but is similar to the document camera subsystem.

user to control the direction of the embodied display (and camera) by simply looking at a specific
area of the overview stream.
Fig. 4 shows an example of using the overview feature. This feature is activated as soon as the

user looks at the overview display. As the remote user changes their focus on the overview stream
shown on the monitor, the embodied display looks in the same direction using the remapping
function. The embodied display camera’s stream is displayed just below the overview which helps
the remote user to see a close up view of the space. This configuration presents the advantage that
the local user is aware that the remote user is looking around the room, while also providing better
awareness of the local environment for the remote user. When the remote user’s focus is on a
different physical task area away from the overview, the embodied display camera view disappears
to give the user the notion that the robot is also looking toward the task area. Using this feature,
the system can support one-to-many remote interactions where a remote user sees multiple people
on a screen while the local people can see who the remote user is looking at.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we highlight the implementation of the RemoteCoDe system. As show in Fig. 5, the
hardware of RemoteCode includes an articulated display, iPhone depth sensor, and a pan-tilt laser
pointer, and a overview camera. The software of the system processes the sensor information for
face rendering and sends the encoded video, head rotations, and a pointing position through a
dedicated server to the other client. The received head rotation is remapped by the remapping
manager and sent to a micro-controller to control the local robot.

4.1 Software
Our system is implemented using the Unity gaming framework. Unity supports a wide variety
of platforms including PC (Windows, Mac, Linux), smartphone (Android and iOS) and even VR
headsets. This flexibility proved very useful to quickly add new features to our system such as a
VR interface for the robotic embodiment. The different Unity clients are connected using Mirror
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Networking [33], an open-source networking library designed for Unity Engine. In our system the
Mirror server is used to exchange face images, voice, calibration data, and facial rotations across
different private networks. Once two parties get connected, each client sends calibration data to
the other client through the server and calculates homography matrices for remapping. Then, the
clients start sending facial rotations and remapping the other client’s movements to the robot.

We use iPhone X’s depth sensor to capture a face rotation and facial geometry. We construct the
face mesh from 2120 vertices and a camera image, instead of using blendshapes 1, to get detailed
face animations. In every frame, we send this information to the local Unity client to generate a
real-time front shot rendering of the local user.

4.2 Hardware
Our embodied proxy uses an animated display (15.6" ZenScreen MB16AC) to represent the remote
user’s head movement. The proxy is controlled using a U2D2 controller connected to two servo
motors (Dynamixel XH430-W210-T, XL430-W250-T) used for pan and tilt directions, respectively.
The proxy is attached to a desk mount which is fixed onto a desk or table where multi monitors or
design artifacts are located.
We use two Dynamixel AX-12A motors also interfaced with a U2D2 controller for the laser

pointer in the remote pointing feature. The system sends the pointing position from the iPad to the
remote partner and manipulates the local 2DOF laser pointer using a conversion matrix to point at
the corresponding position.

5 EVALUATION
A primary goal of RemoteCoDe is to improve remote collaboration by enabling seamless peripheral
awareness of a partner’s locus of attention. Given that our system supports automatic control and
that the literature indicates automation reduces cognitive load [38, 49, 62], our evaluation focuses
on accuracy and affordance of peripheral awareness to validate the primary contribution of the
system. The two main objectives of our study are to 1) measure the legibility of attention awareness
using the remapping method, and 2) observe whether our system affords peripheral perception
for identifying locus of attention. To meet these goals, our evaluation is composed of two tasks,
completed by participants in a single, in-person laboratory study. In picking our tasks, we aimed

1https://developer.apple.com/documentation/arkit/arfaceanchor/2928251-blendshapes
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Fig. 6. The configuration for Task 1. The quadrants of the monitor and desk are shown in the right image,
and the GUI participants use to submit guesses is shown in the left image.
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to emulate as much as possible a typical debugging session for which we optimized our system
design in Section 3 while limiting possible confounding factors.

5.1 Task 1: Attention Awareness Task
Task 1 is designed to measure how accurately users can infer locus of attention by observing the
orientation of the RemoteCoDe display. We measure two levels of accuracy: 1) the general area of
attention and 2) quadrants within each working area. We measure more detailed accuracy in 2) as
it is often useful to know where on an artifact a collaborator is focusing, in addition to the fact that
their attention in on the artifact.

The three general areas used in this task are: a monitor, a workspace on a desk, and the remote
participant; the layout of these elements are shown in Fig. 6 and are picked as to reflect that of a
typical debugging session. The monitor and desk workspace are each divided into four quadrants
to measure the more detailed accuracy of the system, resulting in 9 areas of attention.
In the task, participants are told to guess which of the 9 areas RemoteCoDe is focusing on

whenever they hear a beep sound. Participants submit their responses using an interface on the
main monitor, shown in Fig. 6. The movements of the robot, as well as the accompanying face on
the robot are prerecorded so that the movements are consistent across participants. All areas are
looked at three times, resulting in 27 total iterations. The order of the areas are randomized for
each participant.

5.2 Task 2: Peripheral Awareness Task
The goal of the second task is to evaluate to what extent RemoteCoDe affords peripheral awareness
of a remote collaborator’s locus of attention. A video baseline is used to confirm that our system
provides more peripheral awareness than a video that might be seen during video conferencing. In
the video condition, a pre-recorded video of the remote user working at a desk is played on the
RemoteCoDe display.
While the system was originally designed for circuit debugging, we found it difficult to find

participants with an uniform level of understanding of circuit basics. As a result, we use a timed
jigsaw puzzle game as a distractor activity to capture peripheral awareness. The jigsaw puzzle
game is a simple activity that simulates a design situation where a user is focusing on a hands-on
task locally while also working with a remote collaborator. Additionally, the puzzle game does
not require participants to have technical or design skills (e.g., firmware programming or circuit
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Fig. 7. The configuration for Task 2. In both conditions, we have a microphone to record the participant’s
guesses. The robotic proxy rotating its monitor in the system condition is shown in the left image, and a
static monitor showing a video of a remote partner in the video condition is shown in the right image.
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building) and can be presented consistently across participants and conditions to preserve internal
validity. In this task, participants worked on puzzles on the iPad from the iOS app “Jigsaw Puzzle
on iPad & iPhone”2. The puzzle task was equivalent between conditions as the same jigsaw puzzle
app and puzzle difficulty level were used in all conditions, but different puzzles were given for
each condition, the order of conditions and puzzles were counterbalanced to account for possible
learning effects.
In this task, participants worked individually on the game and were periodically prompted to

verbally guess where their remote partner is looking. We used verbal input instead of a user inter-
face to minimize distractions to the participant’s puzzle game task. The three areas the robot could
be looking are: the monitor, the workspace, and the participant. The participants are interrupted
by a beep sound 9 times per condition, with each of the three areas being referenced three times.
There are 30 seconds between each beep interruption. Two random patterns of the ordering of
areas were prepared in advance of the study, and each participant was given each pattern one time.
The ordering of the patterns and conditions are counterbalanced. The setup for task 2 is shown
in Fig. 7.

The video, face rendering, and robot motions used during this task were pre-recorded to enhance
repeatability and consistency across participants. We consider the use of pre-recordings to be
acceptable since our focus in this task is to investigate on peripheral awareness, not conversational
interactions. In the video condition the video of the remote user was recorded with a 90 degree field
of view to capture the remote user as well as their environment (e.g., task area, monitor). In the
video condition the remote user’s workspace configuration is similar to the participant’s due to the
inability to remap standard video, but the system was placed on the opposite side of the remote user
when collecting data for the embodiment condition so that we could test the remapping feature on
distinct configurations.

5.3 Procedure
The study began with participants completing an informed consent form and a demographic survey,
after which they were seated at a table with the embodiment system, a monitor, and a workspace
(shown in Figs. 6 and 7) and given a brief introduction to RemoteCoDe and the study tasks.

5.3.1 Task 1 Procedure. After the introduction, instructions were given for the first task and the
experimenter ran a brief demonstration showing all of the places the RemoteCoDe proxy could focus
on in a given order (partner, monitor areas, and task areas). During the demo participants were
also introduced to the interface they would use to make guesses. Then the participants completed
a practice round where they observed the display and guessed attention areas using the interface.
During this practice round the areas were presented in a random order. After the participant stated
that they felt comfortable with the interface and robotic movements, the participants completed
the task as described in Section 5.1.

5.3.2 Task 2 Procedure. After completing task 1, the experimenter prepared the workspace for task
2 and gave the participants instructions for the task. Then the participants practiced the task for 1-2
minutes to get familiar with the interface, after which they completed the first condition. After the
first condition, the experimenter prepared the workspace for the second condition and participants
were given another 1-2 minutes to practice the task. Then they complete the second condition. The
details for the task are detailed in Section 5.2 and the order of the conditions (RemoteCoDe and
videoconferencing) was counter-balanced. After each condition, participants answered a NASA

2https://apps.apple.com/us/app/jigsaw-puzzle-on-ipad-iphone/id642831690
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TLX questionnaire [24] that takes about a minute. Finally each participant was debriefed for about
two minutes.

5.3.3 Safety Procedures. Due to COVID-19, participants were required to wear personal protective
equipment (e.g., mask, gloves) except in Task 2 during which we needed to track their head
orientation. For these portions of the study the researcher left the participant alone in the experiment
room.

5.4 Participants
We recruited 13 participants (7 female and 6 male) ages between 19 and 41 (mean 25.38). All the
participants had videoconferencing experience and one of them had previously used a telepresence
robot. We discarded one of the participant’s data due to technical difficulties. Participants received
course credit or $15 for their participation in the hour long study.

5.5 Data Collection & Analysis
Here we explain how we analyzed the collected data. To compute a statistical difference between
the two conditions in each measurement for Peripheral Awareness (Section 5.5.2) and Task Load
(Section 5.5.3), we applied a paired t-test as each participant ran both conditions, and used the
Bonferroni correction.

5.5.1 Attention Awareness Accuracy. We compared the guesses submitted by the participants to
the correct target areas in each of the 9 areas. For example, if a participant guess is the top right
but the actual target is the top left we count this as an error. The same process was repeated for
the 3 general areas (monitor, workspace and desk). We computed the system accuracy using the
equation:

#𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 − #𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠
#𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠

× 100

5.5.2 Peripheral Awareness. We recorded audio during the Task 2 to derive guess accuracy and
time from these recordings. In the coding process, the coder was unaware of the condition and
correct answers to minimize potential biases. Listening to each audio clip, the coder checked the
time of the beginning of the beep sound and that of when a participant started saying their answer.
We timed when they started answering rather than finishing their answer because speech speed
differs among individuals. The timings excluded filler language (such as “um”) and were measured
to the nearest hundredth of a second. The timings were calculated using a visualization of the audio
in the program Audacity [2]. The label sounds function in Audacity was used to find the exact
moment when the a new sound was made (ie a beep or a speech utterance).
If a participant uses peripheral vision to perceive where their partner is looking, we expect

that their head rotation will change very minimally. If they do not use their peripheral vision,
participants will need to raise their head from their task to look at their partner, resulting in a large
change in head rotation. Thus, head rotation is a good indicator to confirm whether a participant
uses peripheral vision to perceive the partner. The participants’ head rotation was captured for the
duration of Task 2 using the iPhone TrueDepth camera at a rate of 15 fps. The raw data contains a
time stamp and two head rotation values in degrees, one for the vertical (up/down) direction and
one for the horizontal (right/left) direction. Video recordings were used to confirm the phenomena
observed in quantitative measurements, that is, to check the consistency between the recorded
head rotations and how the participant actually moved their head. Using the recorded face rotation,
we measured the maximum angle difference (in degrees) of the head rotation from the rotation at
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the beep sound for the 5 seconds following the beep. For example, when the initial face angle in
the up/down direction was 40.5 degree at the beep sound and the furthest angle from that initial
angle within the 5 seconds was 103.7 degree, the maximum angle difference is calculated as follows:
|103.7 − 40.5| = 63.2. We chose to use the period of 5 seconds after the beep as 97.03% of time
participants guessed the attention area within 5 seconds (participants guessed after 7 seconds in 3
cases). We discarded 3 samples that were collected when the head tracking was turned off.

5.5.3 Task Load. We also conducted a NASA TLX questionnaire [24] to compare the two conditions
in Task 2 in terms of cognitive load required for guessing a partner’s attention.

5.5.4 Qualitative Feedback Through Debriefing Session. After completing all the tasks, the ex-
perimenter conducted a two minute in-person debriefing session with the participant to gather
qualitative feedback on the embodiment system focusing on the task 2. The primary question was:
“How did you feel about the differences between the first condition and the second condition?”
Follow-up questions where asked to get a better understanding of how the participants understood
the differences in guessing locus of attention between the conditions, such as: “Was it harder or eas-
ier to guess where the person was looking in that condition?” The session was audio recorded and
transcribed. The transcribed participants’ comments were repeatedly read looking for similarities
and differences between responses and categorized according to recurring answers and topics by a
single researcher. The responses all pertained to which condition the participants preferred and
why. Therefore the responses could be grouped by preferred condition, as well as the reasons given
for the preference. After noting all of the reasons given, we found multiple participants mentioned
the same things. These similar responses were grouped into topics. Because each session was only
a few sentences long, we only identified three topics raised by participants: peripheral awareness of
the robot, appearance of the robot, and noise of the robot. The results of this were used to observe
the general perception of the robotic proxy and the consistency with the quantitative analysis.
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Fig. 8. Attention Awareness Accuracy: We show for the monitor (left) and the desk area (right) the distribution
of participants answers for each sub-area. Note that the top right area of the desk does not add up to 100% as
2.78% guessed it was the bottom right corner of the monitor.
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6 RESULTS
6.1 Attention Awareness Accuracy
Participants guessed the correct general area with great accuracy: 99.30% for the desk and 100% for
monitor and partner. They were also able to guess each subarea (2×2 subdivision of the desk and
the monitor) with an overall accuracy of 93.51%, as shown in Fig. 8. The overall results of this part
of the evaluation confirm that the remapping feature of our system can accurately render the locus
of attention of the remote participant. We also note that the top left area of the monitor and the
top left and bottom left areas of the desk have relatively low accuracy. This may be related to the
fact that these areas are on the far side from the robot. We address this in Section 7.1.

6.2 Peripheral Awareness
6.2.1 Guess Accuracy & Time. In terms of the accuracy of the attention guesses, there were three
errors for the video condition (97.22%) and one error for the system condition (99.07%) out of 108
guesses for each. A paired samples t-test showed no statistical differences (t(11)=1.48, p = 0.17,
two-tailed).
The analysis of completion time for guessing attention area shows that participants took more

time to guess in the video condition (MD = 2.41s, SD=0.97) than in our system condition (MD = 1.44s,
SD=0.46). A paired t-test showed a significant difference between the two conditions (t(11)=4.44, p
= 0.001, two-tailed. The observed power (1- 𝛽 err prob) is 0.98 (𝛼 = .05)). Note that we excluded
nine data points when a participant guessed before the beep sound. These results support our
hypothesis that by using our system users can spend more time and attention on their primary
task, as compared to standard video conferencing systems.

6.2.2 Head Rotation. In the video condition, on average, participants rotated their head 35.00
degrees to the right toward the display and 25.79 degrees up after the beep. In the RemoteCoDe
condition, however, participants rotated their head only 11.54 degrees to the right toward the
display and 11.39 degrees up. Both metrics were found significantly different while running a paired
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Fig. 9. Head rotation for the peripheral awareness task. The plots show the head rotation values from the
beep sound, to 5 seconds after the beep. We can see that the participant looks up from the task in the Video
condition, but not while using our system.
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Category Mean (System) Mean (Video) t(11) p-value
Frustration 2.00 3.00 1.56 0.15
Effort 2.50 3.25 1.52 0.16
Performance 5.00 5.33 0.56 0.59
Temporal Demand 2.33 2.75 0.76 0.46
Physical Demand 1.50 2.00 1.25 0.23
Mental Demand 2.58 2.75 0.41 0.69

Table 1. Self-reported task load ratings (NASA TLX) for guessing a partner’s locus of attention in both
conditions (System, Video).

t-test (t(11) = 5.46, p < 0.001, observed power (1- 𝛽 err prob) = 0.999 (𝛼 = .05), and t(11) = 4.20, p =
0.0015, observed power (1- 𝛽 err prob) = 0.995 (𝛼 = .05) respectively).

This supports our hypothesis that users rotate their head less to look at the monitor to determine
the attention area, and can observe it through their peripheral vision. Fig. 9 shows example pictures
and graphs of pan (to the right toward the display) and tilt (up) face rotations when the participant
guesses an attention area after a beep sound. The graphs imply that the participant moved her head
a lot to look at the monitor in the video condition whereas she only needed to use her peripheral
vision, without moving her head, in the system condition.

The results here indicate the system requires less time and physical effort to stay aware of a
remote partner’s attention. This enables less distracting interactions and allows collaborators to
focus on their primary tasks.

6.2.3 NASA TLXQuestionnaire. To analyze the the self-reported task load ratings for guessing a
partner’s attention, we performed a two-tailed t-test between the two conditions for each measures
of the questionnaire, the values are shown in Table 1. We did not find any significant results.

6.3 Qualitative Feedback
The qualitative inputs from participants during the debriefing sessions support the validity of the
quantitative analysis above. Ten out of twelve participants (all except P2 and P9) mentioned that the
ability to sense the movement and/or position of the robot through their peripheral vision helped
them easily guess the attention areas. As an example P10 commented: “in the [system condition]
even without looking at the robot I could see with my peripheral which direction, . . . sometimes I could
do the puzzle and not even look at the robot directly.”

Some participants also commented on the appearance of the robotic proxy. P1 noted the impact
of having a face rendered on the screen on his perception of the collaborator: “For me it’s like a real
human being somehow. I know its a computer, but having the face of a human being is what makes it
different...it’s more real.” P6 expressed the sense of interacting with the robot due to its movements:
“The monitor didn’t distract me much because I can feel like the robot is actually interacting with
me in a way, makes me feel like okay where he or she is looking at through the movement.” P6 also
mentioned the positive effect of the noise from the robot saying “For the rotation of the monitor that
one is easier to guess without even looking at it . . . just by hearing the sound somehow its just like . . .
we don’t even have to look at it and we can guess it correctly.” On the other hand, P2 preferred the
video condition saying “because of the shape of the monitor I still need to have some time to get used
to [the system]. (If the monitor was) a real head shape that would probably help me guess“.

The participants’ feedback affirms that our system can support peripheral awareness and offers
some implications for the design of future robotic proxies for remote collaboration.
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6.4 Limitations
Our study validated a set of key features of the system including the accuracy of remapped head
motions and ability to afford peripheral awareness. We believe that the results on the accuracy of
attention estimation and the peripheral awareness can be applicable to other types of tasks as long
as the robot is visible within their peripheral vision. On the other hand this study has low ecological
validity and a follow-up field study involving real-world collaborative design scenarios is required
to further investigate the efficacy of our system. For example, how does the peripheral awareness
provided by the robot affect user performance in the context of hardware debugging? How does it
enhance engagement and sense of co-presence in their collaboration? Can the movements of the
proxy help users build trust in their teammate? To answer these questions, we plan to deploy our
system in a more realistic setting such as in a hardware design class.

The study used pre-recorded movements of a remote partner where the partner looks at various
areas in a randomized order but these movements did not contain spontaneous head movements
and other non verbal cues (e.g., nodding). While the purpose of using pre-recorded movements was
to have consistency across participants and high internal validity, we believe that further study
with pairs of users will uncover benefits and drawbacks of remapping head movements to a robot
in actual conversational settings.
We did not focus on the cognitive load of our system because of previous work supporting the

benefits of automation [38, 49], but there might be an unexpected induced cognitive load imposed by
even a fully automated system. For example, expressive head movements of a proxy might require
more efforts on users to interpret the movements leading to a sense of distraction in exchange for
reduced workload for control. Thus, a further survey on our automatic control method is required
to investigate to what extent our system can reduce cognitive burden in comparison to a typical
embodiment system with a control interface.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Embodiment Design
We decided on a fixed articulated display based on our experience teaching hardware design. It
indicated that user’s full body movements were not as important as head movements for these
types of tasks. However, this will be different in large scale activities such as Critique in which
people need to move around in a wider space. For these applications, Choi et al.’s work [10] will be
of great use to implement robot behavior. The study conducted by Rae et. al. [49] also gives design
implications for a mobile robotic platform that can be extended from our system. As we discuss
in Section 2.2, current mobile telepresence robots are controlled through a GUI or joystick. A key
challenge for future work will be to design an embodied robot that can automatically reproduce
rapid human movements in an open-space environment without a control interface.
The results from our evaluation validated the basic design of the system. They also provided

us with some design implications to improve our robotic proxy. As pointed out by a participant,
the shape of the articulated display can affect the perception of their partner and accuracy of gaze
awareness [15]. The results also indicate that the left areas of the monitor and desk tend to have
relatively low accuracy. The general direction of the robot could be ambiguous either because it is
looking down at the table or far away to the left of the screen. This implies that our articulated
display might still cause the Mona Lisa effect to some extent although projecting a front face is
implemented to mitigate it. One solution to this can be to use a curved display or face-shaped mask
[13, 34]. Using our face re-projection approach, it is easy to project a generated 3D face to these
types of displays without the need to fix a face on an equipment [34]. Alternative redesign of the
system could consider removing or re-positioning the rendering of the user’s face, as Gaver et al.’s
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findings indicate that viewing a remote collaborator’s face is not as important as getting a good
view of their working environment and shared task space [20]

7.2 Tracking
While our system is very flexible and easy to set up, it does require re-calibration each time the
TrueDepth camera or any of the displays is moved (Section 3.3.1). This was not too much of a
problem during development, but it could clearly become problematic during actual use. This could
be easily addressed by augmenting the different devices with ArUco tags [48].

Another limitation we observed was the limited field of view of the TrueDepth camera. This is a
somewhat more complicated problem that could be addressed by positioning the depth camera
carefully, but there may be still a problem when users need to increase a number of monitors or
physical artifacts. Ultimately we believe that best solution will be to use a wearable face capture
sensor such as NeckFace [9].
Our user evaluation indicates that the head movement was effective in conveying locus of

attention, but certainly adding gaze tracking will add to the accuracy of the system and could be
done using the eye-tracking feature of TrueDepth API.

7.3 Privacy
During our tests, we also discovered how intrusive the overview feature could be. In that sense
local user’s should seriously consider that the remote user will be invited to their lab or office when
using the system. A related problem is the best way to “enter” one’s office when using this system.
We believe that an actual system should avoid an instantaneous connection (like that of the discord
system [14]) but instead leverage the physical embodiment to indicate that communication might
be imminent. For example, before streaming any camera feed or face avatar, a robot can move in a
certain way to signal that someone is trying to initiate collaboration.

7.4 Alternative Access Interfaces
A VR headset can be an interesting alternative interface for our embodied robot. Some previous
work demonstrates an example of how a VR headset can be used for remote robot control [51, 52].
With the help of our remapping approach, the head movements of a VR user can be remapped to a
physical robot in a remote location and vice versa for rendering a virtual avatar. The VR interface
can be useful when users want to have a full immersion experience, but could hinder access to local
resources (physical artifacts, tools, etc.) although this can be easily solved by blending remote and
local views. Facial tracking is difficult to support in AR as a headset covers most of the face, but this
capability may be accessible for consumer-level HMDs soon. We are in the process of developing
such an interface as it will be useful to conduct a side-by-side study to investigate the pros and
cons of VR interface and physical embodiment.

8 CONCLUSION
We present the design of RemoteCoDe, which allows remote collaborators to engage in design
activities by leveraging their peripheral awareness through a robotic embodiment. Using the system,
collaborators can focus on a design task, switching their attention between multiples areas, while
peripherally perceiving their collaborator’s attention. The remapping feature allows the system
to accommodate different configurations in each location. We would like to further explore the
potential features of the system and extend its capabilities to support more complex remote design
collaborations.
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